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Soft Tissue Management: Timing and Techniques for
Predictable Success
In mucogingival therapy soft tissue related surgical interventions have
successfully been applied for many years. Based on a recent meta-analysis
autogenous soft tissue grafts provide the best results and are thus considered the
gold standard. These methods have been applied for coverage of facial recessions
at implants and teeth, to increase the area of keratinized soft tissue at implants,
and to augment soft tissue volume for functional and esthetic purposes. Regarding
soft tissue volume augmentation at implants, several factors have been identified
as critical for obtaining reliable final outcomes. These factors encompass the
location of the implant, presence or absence of adjacent teeth, height and width of
the bone crest, mucosal thickness and scalloping. In spite of the documented
clinical success in many indications, autogenous soft tissue grafts are associated
with some shortcomings. The major shortcoming appears to be the concomitant
patient morbidity originating from all transplantations of autogenous tissue.
Hence, recent research has been aimed at developing autogenous soft tissue graft
replacements. One group of materials are collagenous compounds derived from
various origins and processed utilizing different methodologies. Results published
so far have shown encouraging results indicating the future possibility to avoid
harvesting and transplanting autogenous soft tissues, while still achieving the
same clinical benefits for the patients. The optimal choice of different clinical
strategies and various materials for soft tissue augmentation is a multifactorial
and demanding clinical process.

